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CLARCOR Industrial Air Launches New SmogHog® SHM Media Mist Collector Designed
for the Metalworking Industry
•
•
•

PEACH® saturated depth coalescing media uses 3 airflow paths to
remove over 99% of contaminants.
New password protected, touchscreen technology make the SHM easy
to operate, maintain and service.
Save significant energy costs using Auto Flow Control technology to
optimize system performance without the use of mechanical dampers or
variable frequency drives.

Overland Park, Kansas — CLARCOR Industrial Air introduces a new media
mist collector under the most recognized and trusted brand in mist collection,
SmogHog. This system, the SHM SmogHog Media Mist Collector, engineered
for the metalworking industry uses a three stage filtration process that
progressively reduces the mist concentration resulting in greater than 99%
particle removal efficiency.
The primary filter features PEACH saturated depth coalescing filter cartridges
or optional fiberglass bags depending on the needs of the application. The
proprietary PEACH filter technology is a revolutionary coalescing filter media
that utilizes a 100% synthetic blend of layered fibers and creates three
distinct airflow paths increasing the virtual area. The increased airflow of the
filter results in increased capacity and removal efficiency for extended
periods of time. The media is incorporated into a patent pending filter
arrangement that maximizes filter area and allows simple service and
maintenance.
“Customers are really excited about the benefits of the filter design and
PEACH media”, stated Travis Haynam, Senior Product Manager at CLARCOR Industrial Air, “but
customers are even more enthusiastic about the touchscreen controller and Auto Flow technology,
which simplify product operation and maintenance while delivering energy savings.”
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With over 50 years of mist collection experience, SmogHog engineers created a configurable, selfcontained mist collection solution that can be mounted directly onto machining centers or mounted
remotely connecting a single or mutliple machines with ducting. The SHM can be configured in a multitude of ways aligning the filter technology and cabinet configuration to match customer’s unique needs.
To learn more about this mist collection system, how the PEACH media works, options and accessories
and our additional SmogHog electrostatic precipitator solutions, visit us online at www.uasinc.com.
About CLARCOR Industrial Air
Optimize the performance and profitability of your plant, manufacturing operation, or product through the
expertise of CLARCOR Industrial Air. CLARCOR Industrial Air reintroduced the BHA brand, the
industry's most well-known and respected name – widely recognized for a broad range of air filtration
products as well as in-depth customer knowledge and service capabilities. We design, test and
manufacture industrial air filters engineered for use in heavy industry applications such as rock dust,
power generation, manufacturing and metal production for in-process dust collection and air pollution
control.
United Air Specialists (UAS) is now part of CLARCOR Industrial Air, the same company that provides
BHA aftermarket filtration products. The combined business brings you better technology, products and
service. CLARCOR Industrial Air is committed to providing clean air solutions that protect employees,
improve plant performance and enable you to realize your operating goals by delivering systems that
remove mist, smoke and fumes from industrial processes as well as superior filtration products. For
more information visit www.uasinc.com.
With nearly 50 years’ experience, our experts have in-depth customer knowledge and service
capabilities which help you improve your operation and achieve your operating goals. We are here to
provide you with answers, training, and a quick response, beyond delivery. For more information, visit
www.CLARCORindustrialair.com.
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